"What we needed," explains Frank Tuenge, assistant engineer for the city’s Sanitation Division, "was a pumping station that could operate around the clock without an attendant and could also handle the varying flow requirements of the landfill’s drainage system."

"The system is expected to pay for itself in a little more than a year," Tuenge said.

"We’re also assured of keeping the ground water level within pollution control limits and the life of the landfill has been preserved for another nine year."

The anticipated savings to the city over that period of time: Nearly $100,000.

What AquaTurf is doing in Jacksonville it can do wherever there’s a dewatering problem—or a pumping problem of any kind. For the complete story on the Jacksonville installation and information about other AquaTurf pumping systems, call or write AquaTurf, 11363 San Jose Boulevard, Jacksonville, Florida 32217. 904/268-6707.

In Jacksonville, Florida, it’s providing a low cost, reliable method of lowering the ground water table at the city’s East Sanitary Landfill.

"What we needed," explains Frank Tuenge, assistant engineer for the city’s Sanitation Division, "was a pumping station that could operate around the clock without an attendant and could also handle the varying flow requirements of the landfill’s drainage system."

The solution: An AquaTurf Atlantis 2000 pumping station. Automatically operated; electronically controlled; electrically powered. Two 25 HP pumps programmed to "think for themselves," operating singly or in tandem depending on the need.

"The system is expected to pay for itself in a little more than a year," Tuenge said.

Why this magazine and more than 750 others let us go over their books once a year.

Some magazines, we’re sorry to say, keep their readers undercover. They steadfastly refuse to let BPA (Business Publications Audit of Circulation, Inc.) or any other independent, not-for-profit organization audit their circulation records.

We think the reason is obvious: These magazines are less than proud of the quantity and quality of their readers.

On the other hand, over 750 publications (like this one) belong to BPA. Once a year, BPA auditors examine and verify the accuracy of our circulation records.

This audit provides the name, company, industry and job title of every reader each publication reaches. The information helps advertisers to determine if they are saying the right thing to the right people in the right place. It also helps somebody else important: you. Because the more a publication and its advertisers know about you, the better they can provide you with articles and advertisements that meet your informational needs.


The fourth edition of this old standard is badly needed updating. It follows very closely the format of the previous editions, and is no harder (nor easier) to use than they were. There is a good section on commercially available chemicals - more up-to-date than might have been expected for such a weighty undertaking, and including a few which had not yet been released when this edition was printed. Where common names have been given by the American Standards Association, those have been used; where no official common name has been assigned, the trade name has been used. A few of the chemicals on the list are now discontinued, but some stocks may still be available for use.

The two main sections of the book, as in the past, are quite comprehensive lists of, first, plant diseases classified by types—as anthracnose, blackspot, leaf blisters, rot, rust, and virus diseases—and, second, a list of host plants—mostly by common name, except where the botanical name would eliminate some chance of confusion. A few new host plants have been added to the list, and many newly reported diseases, as well as previously known ones, now reported on new hosts, are included. Some photographs have been replaced, and a few color plates have been added. A few name changes in the bacteria, fungi and mistletoes appear. The sections on virus diseases, though cursory, explains many of the changes in thought on virology which have appeared in recent years.

Not by any means a panacea for all ills, this volume at least gives the non-pathologist a chance to identify the plant disease he is confronted with at the moment. Even with the aid of such a tome as this, plant disease identification is difficult—without it, the task is impossible. There is not a golf course superintendent, landscape architect, florist, nurseryman, seed and fungicide dealer, pesticide applicator, arborist, cooperative extension agent or specialist, plant pathologist, horticultural consultant, or gardener who will not find this book not just a valuable aid, but a good investment. You can’t spray for it if you don’t know what it is!